
The FT‑86 Concept inherits racing 
credentials from both Toyota and Subaru. 
A horizontally‑opposed engine delivers 

sporty performance, while an 
aerodynamically‑styled 
lightweight body improves 
acceleration and fuel 
economy. 
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Lexus introduces the next stage of compact 

premium vehicle evolution. A full hybrid five‑door 

concept that defies the conventions of today, for 

the forward thinking drivers of tomorrow. It’s all 

Lexus, yet an entirely new departure.

Toyota is grooming a new thoroughbred for its stable of hybrids. The SAI is a hybrid‑only model 

combining environmental friendliness and tasteful elegance in a premium mid‑size sedan. In Japanese, 

‘SAI’ means both ‘color’ and ‘talent’, suggestive of this car’s dazzling array of leading‑edge technology.

Contoured cockpit ergonomics help the driver stay focused on the road. Fingertip control of 

entertainment, climate and navigation systems is provided by a revolutionary Remote Touch interface. 

A new ESPO eco‑level meter shows eco‑driving status, and awards points to encourage fuel‑efficient 

driving habits. 

Both our planet and the SAI’s passengers will benefit from the well‑appointed interior. Ecological 

Plastic components made of plant‑derived and recyclable materials comprise about 60 percent of cabin 

surfaces. Thin front seat‑back construction opens up more legroom for rear‑seat comfort. 

A 2.4‑liter hybrid system gives the SAI effortless acceleration, while achieving 23km/l* fuel 

efficiency. Engine warm‑up time is reduced by an exhaust heat recovery system that boosts efficiency, 

particularly in cold weather. Graceful styling reflects a 0.27 drag coefficient, making the SAI among 

the most aerodynamic cars in its class.

*Measured using the 10-15 test cycle of the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT).

Hot hybrid hatchback
Younger, bolder and more dynamic than any previous 

Lexus, the LF-Ch is a full hybrid five-door concept that breaks 
new ground in compact luxury territory. 

A powerful evolution of the Lexus L-finesse design 
philosophy, the styling of the LF-Ch exudes strength and 
simplicity with a synergy between technologically driven 
design and a fluid, hand-sculpted quality. The wide stance, long 
wheelbase and low center of gravity give the LF-Ch an athletic 
appearance, while contributing to handling stability.

The cabin interior features a Remote Touch interface 
for centralized fingertip control of navigation, entertainment 
and climate systems. Semi-aniline leather, polished aluminum, 

wood and soft-touch materials create a 
harmonious contrast in the dashboard, door 
panels and seating. The design of the seats is 
inspired by high quality furniture, with exposed 
metal frames.

The LF-Ch is powered by the latest 
Lexus Hybrid Drive technology for a refined 
balance of exhilarating driving pleasure and 
environmental performance. A ‘drive mode’ 
switch offers four settings: Normal, Eco, EV 
and Sport. The Eco mode maximizes fuel 
efficiency. The fully electric EV mode permits 
urban driving with minimal noise and zero 
emissions. And the Sport mode brings out the 
car’s full dynamic performance potential.

Toyota welcomes  

you to the 41st  

To k y o  M o t o r  S h o w. 

O u r  t heme  t h i s  yea r 

i s  ‘Harmonious Drive’, 

reaffirming our forward‑

looking commitment to 

environmental technology 

balanced with fun‑to‑drive 

performance. In our vehicles 

exhibited here, you will see 

the progress of our quest to 

help achieve a low‑carbon 

society while creating cars 

that we hope people will fall 

in love with.

Enjoy the show!

www2.toyota.co.jp/future_en/index.html

Dedicated to everyone who loves to drive, the 

FT‑86 Concept points the way to the future of sports‑

car fun in a compact and accessible package. With its 

sculpted, streamlined body and stunning red finish, this 

stylish coupe will turn heads wherever it goes. 

Born of a collaborative creative effort between 

Toyota and Fuji Heavy Industries, the FT‑86 is powered 

by a naturally‑aspirated horizontally‑opposed 4‑cylinder 

engine. This ‘boxer’ engine configuration contributes 

to a low center of gravity for improved handling 

and road‑hugging stability. Aerodynamic form and 

lightweight body construction help bring out the 2.0‑liter 

powerplant’s full potential, providing quick acceleration 

while boosting environmental performance.

Inside the cockpit, the driver’s position provides 

intuitive control with a race‑car feel and excellent 

visibility. A 6‑speed manual transmission delivers quick 

operation and shifting accuracy. The performance‑tuned 

independent 4‑wheel suspension comprises a front strut‑

type and rear double‑wishbone design for an optimized 

blend of agility, road feedback and drive comfort.

The FT‑86 takes its name from the Toyota Corolla 

AE86, which became synonymous with affordable sports‑

coupe performance over two decades ago.

A driver’s car with impeccable credentials

Pace‑setter for urban mobility

How do you design a car that seats four people in comfort, takes up only half a parking space, and 

uses a tiny fraction of the energy of a conventional vehicle? Look to the Toyota FT‑EVII for the solution — a 

battery‑electric car that’s even smaller than Toyota’s ultra‑compact iQ urban commuter vehicle on the outside 

yet more spacious on the inside.

Toyota’s Electric Drive system gives the FT‑EVII a top speed of over 100km/h and a generous cruising 

range of 90km on a single charge. For silky smooth acceleration and responsive performance, the FT‑EVII 

applies motor‑control innovations adapted from Toyota’s hybrid system technology. A by‑wire steering system 

and under‑floor installation of lithium‑ion batteries help create a comfortably roomy interior. 

Sliding doors enable easy access. Solar panels in the large moon roof and across the vehicle’s front help 

power the climate control and entertainment systems. Instead 

of mirrors, the car has side‑view cameras, which improve 

aerodynamics, reduce weight and enhance visibility in 

rain. Integrated component architecture lets the driver 

see through the rear brake‑lights. Fun formula for freedom  
in motion 

The Toyota Winglet can expand the range 

of mobility for someone with disabilities. And 

it can offer sporty hands‑free fun. This battery‑

powered 2‑wheeled everyday transport tool applies 

unique robotic technology that lets a rider go 

forward, backward and turn simply by shifting body 

weight. Even in tight spaces or in the middle of a 

crowd, the Winglet can provide safe and practical 

transportation. There are three Winglet models, 

each with different handling characteristics.

New hybrid exhibits thoroughbred performance

Personal mobility on street 
or sidewalk

The i‑REAL seats one person and can 

adjust its stance for different driving situations. 

At low speed, its rear wheel comes forward to 

bring the rider head‑to‑head with pedestrians. At 

high speed, it extends the rear wheel, dropping its 

center of gravity to enhance handing stability. For 

safety, the i‑REAL’s body uses a light yet strong 

f rame with a 

yielding exterior 

t h a t  h e l p s 

absorb impact 

energy. Sensors 

detect potential 

obstacles and 

alert the rider 

via vibration 

and sound.

The new MARK X features ‘glam tech’ styling and a boost in available engine size.

Upscale styling blends with sporty exuberance in Toyota’s redesign of the popular 

MARK X. The car’s front‑engine/rear‑drive configuration gets powerful thrust with 2.5‑liter 

and 3.5‑liter V6 engines available, featuring direct injection technology for outstanding fuel 

efficiency and exhilarating response. The MARK X also showcases Toyota’s exclusive VDIM 

(Vehicle Dynamics Integrated Management) technology, which supports handling and safety 

under a wide range of driving conditions. 

Sporty performance takes a step up in style

The LF‑Ch takes the Lexus L‑finesse design 
philosophy to a new level with LED headlights, 
front air intakes and innovative sports styling. 
The cockpit offers a low, supportive driving 
position with Remote Touch for intuitive 
control of entertainment, climate and 

navigation systems. Lexus Hybrid Drive delivers smooth and 
exhilarating acceleration on the highway, yet can allow near 
silent, zero‑emission, electric‑only driving at low speeds.

The Toyota SAI builds on the proven hybrid performance of the Prius, packing a more dynamic powertrain 
into a brand‑new premium package. The ergonomic cockpit is as comfortable as it is convenient, with a Remote Touch 
interface for fingertip control of multiple functions. Interior surfaces are 60% plant‑derived Ecological Plastic.

The FT‑EVII is an all‑electric urban 
commuter vehicle powered by lithium‑
ion batteries. The front‑center charging 
port is flanked by solar panels. An 
innovative by‑wire steering system saves 
cabin space. Doors slide open for easy 
access in tight spaces.

The i‑REAL runs on electricity, 
has zero emissions, and is easy for 
almost anyone to drive. 

The Winglet constantly 
monitors the rider’s 
position and instantly 
adjusts itself to maintain 
stability. 

The Plug‑in Hybrid Vehicle (PHV) Concept is a 

practical, environmentally considerate solution to mobility 

challenges. Based on the third‑generation gasoline‑electric 

Prius and equipped with a lithium‑ion battery, the PHV 

operates as an electric vehicle on short trips and as a 

conventional hybrid vehicle over greater distances. With a 

Plug‑in hybrid is  
the best of both worlds

The hydrogen‑fueled FCHV‑adv (fuel cell hybrid 

vehicle‑advanced) is equipped with the latest version 

of Toyota’s proprietary high‑performance polymer 

electrolyte fuel cell, the Toyota FC Stack. This lets the 

FCHV‑adv start and operate at temperatures as low as −30 

degrees Celsius, thereby enabling use in a wide variety of 

conditions and climates. New Toyota‑developed 70Mpa 

high‑pressure hydrogen tanks extend cruising range to 

830km* on a single fueling, more than double that of 

the previous TOYOTA FCHV.

*Measured using the 10-15 test cycle of the Japanese Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT).

Ultra‑clean hydrogen  
goes the distance

The PHV Concept can 
take advantage of the 
environmentally friendly 
aspects of electric power, 
which can be generated 
from diverse and 
renewable energy sources, 
yet its range is not limited 
by the availability of 
recharging infrastructure.

longer total cruising range and better overall fuel efficiency 

than a conventional hybrid, the PHV helps reduce fossil 

fuel consumption as well as CO2 emissions. Toyota plans 

to start introducing approximately 500 plug‑in hybrid 

vehicles to fleet customers in Japan, the United States 

and Europe this year.

FCHV‑adv runs on hydrogen and emits only water. In 2002 
Toyota became the world’s first automaker to commercialize 
a fuel cell vehicle when it began leasing the TOYOTA FCHV 
in Japan.

Toyota is preparing 
for a future of diverse 
energy sources by 
developing a range 
of powertrains and 
vehicle types that 
can optimally satisfy 
mobility needs, while 
taking into account 
local and regional 
conditions, including 
travel distances, speed 
and infrastructure.
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Delivery trucksThe automobile is at a crossroads, where the human desire for mobility 

intersects with the twin challenges of global warming and dwindling 

fossil fuels.

Sustainability requires adaptability
In 1997 Toyota marketed the first 21st‑century car, the hybrid 

Prius. Today the Prius is in its third generation and Toyota has sold 

more than two million hybrid vehicles around the world. 

Applying its hybrid technology, Toyota is launching a plug‑in 

hybrid vehicle for fleet customers in 2009, and plans to introduce 

a pure electric vehicle in 2012. Meanwhile, Toyota has made great 

progress with its FCHV fuel cell hybrid vehicles, which run on 

hydrogen. In collaboration with the energy industry, Toyota is also 

developing alternative fuels such as bio‑diesel.

Toyota is innovating on all these fronts because there is no 

single solution for sustainability. Each alternative has its advantages 

and disadvantages. The future’s needs will be met by a range of 

technologies suited to a variety of ‘mobility zones’, as shown in the 

diagram on the right. 

Toyota’s ability to adapt to all these alternatives is based 

on its core expertise in hybrid technology. Whatever the energy 

source — electricity, gasoline, bio‑diesel or hydrogen — Toyota has 

a hybrid‑based powertrain to maximize efficiency.


